
CINEMATOGRAPHY IN STORY-TELLING: 

TRANSITIONS 

IN: 

TO: 

OUT: 

CUT: 

JUMP CUT: 

MATCH CUT: 

CROSS CUT: 

EYE-LINE CUT: 

FADE: 

DISSOLVE: 

SUPERIMPOSE/DOUBLE EXPOSURE: 

WIPE/IRIS/BLUR/ETC.: 
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going from no image on the screen to an image -- from black or white to a picture
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going from one image on the screen to a different image
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going from an image on the screen to no image -- from picture to black or white
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fastest transition -- more/faster cuts = more energy  fewer cuts = less energy based on normal blinking patterns -- not usually noticeable so very manipulative 
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cutting between dissimilar images to draw attention to the cut (usually for symbolic reasons) -- large jumps in time, space, or content
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cutting between very similar images to manipulate audience perception of time and space -- images are very similar in structure
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cutting back and forth between scenes to indicate a connection or that they are happening simultaneously
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cutting from a shot of a character's eyes to that character's point of view to indicate what they see and build a connection between the character and the audience
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a slower transition in or out to indicate a slower pace, a reset of tone, or the passage of time between scenes -- the slower the fade the more time seems to be missing
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crossfade between images to indicate time passing or slower pacing without reseting the tone or emotional content
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two images occupy the same screen space at the same intensity usually for symbolic effect
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special effects transitions (like powerpoint) -- these pull audience suspension of disbelief and are best for "campy" or comic films
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CINEMATOGRAPHY IN STORY-TELLING: 

MOVEMENT 

CAMERA / LENS / FOCAL LENGTH / FIELD OF VIEW 

PAN: 

TILT: 

CANT/DUTCH ANGLE: 

RISE/DROP: 

PULL: 

TRUCK/DOLLY: 

TRACK: 

ZOOM: 

RACK: 

DEEP FOCUS: 

FOLLOW: 
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horizontal lens movement -- most common movement tied to real human eye movement to follow action or reveal the unseen
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vertical lens movement -- much less common as in real life   used to follow action and/or indicate size or height differences
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moving the body of the camera onto its side at an angle -- indicates something is off or wrong with the character or action shown  makes audiences somewhat uncomfortable
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vertical camera movement (lens stays pointing in the same direction) usually used to accentuate or display structure or form (especially of people)   Rises tend to be less creepy than drops
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horizontal camera movement in the same direction as the lens is pointed  -- "pull in" decreases feild of view and "Pull out" increases FOV  Often confused with a "zoom" by audiences, it is actually much more natural and common
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horizontal camera movement not in the direction of the lens -- lens stays pointed in the same direction and the camera moves to show action or revealthe unseen
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horizontal camera movement to keep one moving character or object in the frame -- can be in the direction of the lens or not
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artificial field of view change using magnification -- looks unnatural as the backgroundand foreground are magnified to the same degree as the focal length  often combined with a reverse pull for interesting effects
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a change in focal length in which the background or the foreground are rapidly swapped with the current focal length in order to reveal something or to shift the audience's attention 
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An artificial lens technique in which all distances from the camera are in focus at the same time -- usually for the purpose of establishing shots, emphasising setting or background, and/or keeping the audience's attention unfocused
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catch-all term for any movements the camera must make to keep a particular object or character in the frame
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CINEMATOGRAPHY IN STORY-TELLING: 

DISTANCE / FIELD OF VIEW 
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extreme long / extreme wide -- used to establish location, distance the audience from the character emotionally, and create tone with background   We can see very little facial expression or body language here, though, so the tone and character connection can be lost
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long / wide -- used to show action sequences since the entire active part of the subject can be seen with some room around for movement  facial expressions can be seen as well and audiences will make minor connections with the subject
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medium -- default and most comfortable fov    used to show sequences of less emotional dialogue because the entire expressive part of the subject can be seen (including clear facial expression and gesture)   this is standard "personal space" distance in american culture so it is agreeable and natural to most american audience members
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close-up / narrow -- used to indicate an increase in emotional quality as the emotive part of the subject is the focus   in many cases, the camera gets closer as the emotional content intensifies    characters shown in close-up are often easier for audiences to connect to becuase they appear to be inside the audience's "personal space" just like people the audience members are emotional tied to in their lives
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extreme close-up / extreme narrow -- unusual and unnatural fov focusing on one particular detail   these shots have a tendancy to make the audience uncomfortable due to the significant invasion of "personal space"    therefore, these shots tend to increase tension or sometimes show emotional extremes
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CINEMATOGRAPHY IN STORY-TELLING: 

ANGLE 
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high
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high angle shotsmake charactersseem weak and vulnerable they increase theaudience's tension
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flat
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flat angles arethe default andmost comfortablefor audiencesthe character'seye-level gaze keeps him or hera peer or equal tothe audience
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 low angles make the character seem powerful, confident, and  even heroic they decrease  audience tension
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CINEMATOGRAPHY IN STORY-TELLING: 

COMPOSITION 

LINE AND SHAPE: 

ORGANIZATION: 

VISUAL WEIGHT/BALANCE: 

POSITIVE/NEGATIVE SPACE: 

SYMMETRY: 
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the thickness, angle, and/or curve of line in a composition help audiences understandtone and form expectations    the thicker and more curvey the lines are, the lessseriously the audience is likely to believe things are    Thin, straight or jaggedly angular lines indicate severitysimilarly, rounded shapes seem lighter and more friendly than sharp or angular shapes
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placement of objects in a composition can be used to create symbolic effect or indicateimportance   objects placed close together will be associated with each other while objects placed alone in contrast to a group will be emphasizedorganizing objects logically in a frame (from tallest to shortest, for example) can feel unnatural or give a sense of overall order    organizing objects randomly feels naturalbut also chaotic
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objects have "visual weight" based on their relative size, darkness, height, energy, andand distance from the viewer or horizon and center lines    large, dark, tall, moving, close objects which are close to the edge of the frame carry a great deal of weight    objectswhich are small, light, stationary, distant, or are close to the center of the frame carry much lessa balanced image has similar (but not necessarily exact) visual weight on both sides of the center line    balanced images feel stable and comfortable and will decrease audiencetension
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positive space is space occupied by objects or characters    Negative space is the space allaround the positive space   both positive and negative space can carry visual weight butare usually taken differently in their symbolism and tonesmall positive space in the midst of expansive negative space can have emphasis and/ora sense of isolation or agoraphobiaVery little negative space among many positive spaces can feel chaotic but also excitingor energetic
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exactly the same weight and structure on both sides of the frame is called symmetry-- or, more correctly, bisymmetry    bisymmetrical images are very stable and createa sense of absolute order    they can, however, feel unnatural and forced or evencreepy or unnervingbisymmetry can also focus the audience's attention on the center objects or on anyobject obviously out of place    
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CINEMATOGRAPHY IN STORY-TELLING: 

FRAMING 

RULE OF THIRDS:       

MOTION FRAMING: 

FOCUS FRAMING: 

focus framing draws the eye 
of the audience to a certain 
place or object and keeps 
it there    the visual and 
real lines of the structure 
don't follow a circular or 
cyclical pattern, but draw 
attention to the doorway 
(which is directly on one of 
the third lines)    The "eye 
line" from the character and 
the intersect lines of the 
Wall, cieling, and floor make 
sure the eye always comes 
back to the door
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for some reason, people tend tovisually divide images into thirdsboth horizontally and verticallythese imaginary lines and pointsof intersection hold a certainsignificance    good framers addthese lines to their plannedstructuresone point carries more emphasisthat the rest: the golden spot
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golden spot
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motion framing assumes thatthe audience's eyes will begin at the golden spot andfollow any real or imaginarylines from there in a roughlyclockwise direction   if thoselines form a rough circle or cycle, the audience will tendto keep following and look at the image for a long timeaudiences find this calmingthis image has visual structure that takes the audience's eyes from the shoreline in the foreground, up the pinetrees, across the mountiantops,down the large, dead tree, and down the lower branch back to theoriginal shoreline    Many landscape images share this structure
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CINEMATOGRAPHY IN STORY-TELLING: 

POINT OF VIEW (POV) 

point of view (or camera placement) "casts" the audience in the film    it tells
the audience who they are in relation to the events on the screen and, 
therefore, how they should feel about those events

from this pov, the audience
is the character's friend, 
quite literaly on the 
character's side and 
experiencing what the 
character experiences

from this pov, the audience
is a stalker or peeping tom
the audience is less likely 
to relate directly to the 
character and will be less 
likely to care about him

from this pov, the audience
is a dog, cat, or someone 
hiding    the feel is much 
more ambiguous, and it is 
harder for the audience to 
understand any clear 
relationship with the 
character



CINEMATOGRAPHY IN STORY-TELLING: 

JUXTAPOSITION / CONTRAST 

MONTAGE 

RHYTHM 

juxtaposing contrasting images (placing them next to each 
other) tends to enhance or accentuate the second image
for example, if a director wants an urban scene to feel 
even more "urban," a non-urban scene should take place 
immediately befor the urban one    This works with tone 
as well: a happy scene right before a sad one will make 
the sad one seem sadder

placing images in proximity to each other causes audience 
members to create a narrative connection   in the above 
images, the audience is likely to assume that the man is 
in danger    if the picture of the gun were replaced 
with a picture of an empty toilet paper roll, the man's 
face would tell a very different story

visual rhythm consists of how vertical or horizontal the 
lines or objects are as well as how equal the distance 
is between them    in the first image, the vertical, 
equadistant lines create a stable rhythm and a stable 
feel    in the second image, the diagonal random lines 
and objects create a chaotic visual rhythm and a chaotic 
feel or tone



CINEMATOGRAPHY IN STORY-TELLING: 

LIGHTING 

KEY LIGHT: 

BACKLIGHT: 

FILL: 

SCULPTING: 

HIGH KEY: 

LOW KEY/CHIAROSCURO: 

COLOR 

SATURATION: 

VALUE: 

HUE / TINT / TONE / SHADE: 

WASH: 

IMPACT: 

SYMBOLISM: 

a bright, warm-colored light placed at about a 45 degree angle up and out to light 
the subject and create sculpting shadows (in contrast to the flat look a light 
directly in front of a subject produces)    this is the main source of light

a bright, white light placed directly behind the subject    this light creates a 
"glow" or "halo" around the subject helping create an illusion of depth and 3 
dimensionality    if this is the only light, the subject will be in silhouette

a dimmer, cool-colored light set at about a 45 degree angle up and the opposite 45 degree 
angle out from the key light    this light is used to soften shadows and "fill" in dark 
spots without eliminating the sculpting shadows created by the key light

bright light that comes directly from the side of the subject    this light is used 
to create side shadows that sculpt the entire form of the subject accentuating 
shape and size

a lighting scheme with all lights on    not a lot of difference between the 
lightest lights and the darkest darks, and the shadows will be gradient rather 
than sharp-edged    this lighting feels natural and is most commonly used

a lighting scheme with only the key and the back lights on    
this lighting has heavy contrast between the lightest lights and 
the darkest darks, and the shadows are sharp, dark, and well-
defined    this lighting scheme feels dark, serious, and ominous    
film noir relies heavily on chiaroscuro

how much color is in the image    low saturation color appears faded or washed 
out (sometimes nearly to the point of black and white)    the higher the 
saturation, the more exciting or energetic the image will likely appear to be

the pureness of the color    high value colors are undiluted with other colors -- the 
reds are very red, the blues are very blue, etc.    low value colors have been mixed 
with white, gray, black, or sometimes another color    like saturation, high value color 
feels more energetic and exciting

hue is the actual color itself    tints are color + white and 
create a relatively happy tone    tones are color + gray and feel somber, sentimental, 
or sorrowful    shades are color + black and feel serious, scary, ominous, or very formal

to overlay an entire image in one color in order to create a symbolic effect or to alter 
season, time of day, or weather conditions

a contrasting color to the overall color scheme to draw focus or create a symbolic 
effect

colors are symbolic, but ambiguously so    for example, red can symbolize danger, 
anger, passion, love, excitement, etc.    color contrast must be used in the 
context of the film or scene in order to make clear sense to the audience




